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First IMPRESSIONS

Make your
first
impressions
count!

hello...

Welcome to First Impressions by
Mrs. Buckét. I’m excited to share
our first issue; full of good news
(pages 3 & 5), business advice
(pages 6-7) and a focus on some of
the successful organisations Mrs.
Buckét works with (pages 10-13).

‘First Impressions’ is that instant
feeling you receive from a service
or product. That can be good or bad! Speaking of the
positive, it could be how a product is hand-wrapped with
a personal note or how you’re greeted by someone with a
smile.
In facilities, and particularly cleaning ‘First Impressions’ can
be how we perceive an organisation immediately.
Something as simple, yet effective is clean carpets and
flooring. Do you know how often you should be getting
your carpets cleaned professionally? What about clear glass
and a fresh fragrance in reception? Pages 8-9 share more
on how you can make your First Impressions count.

3

Long service and
recognition for Mrs.
Buckét team.

Success stories from
regional organisations.

5

FUTURE PLANS
Ambitious goals for this
year and beyond.

14

TIME FOR A CLEAN
BREAK
Six signs it’s time to
switch your cleaning
company.

Four ways to make you
more efficient at work.

Mrs. Buckét making
the national press!

get in touch...
01792 594044
hello@mrs-bucket.co.uk
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Let’s connect
on LinkedIn
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Mrs. Buckét
13 Axis Court, Swansea
SA7 0AJ

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
COUNT

Catching up with our
cleaning team

How you can make the
best first impression.

The strength of
Mrs. Buckét is our
people. To build a
great team, we are
committed to the
values of gender
equality and
respect within our
workforce.

We’re delighted to be recognised by
Chwarae Teg for these values. The FairPlay
Employer award recognises our ongoing
work to improve gender equality and create
a workplace where all employees can thrive.
Mrs. Buckét has had recognition for business
diversity, rewards and recognitions, working
relationships and flexible working policy. We
plan to continue building on our fantastic
work by investing in team culture projects.

ING
T
A
R
B
CELE LONG
SERVICE

We’re celebrating three team members who
have been part of Mrs. Bucket for 5 years!
Half a decade of hard work and delivering
an outstanding contribution, they’ve all seen
the growth of our company first-hand, year
after year.

BUSINESS GROWTH

‘Movers & Shakers’
podcast with Carwyn
Jones

MRS. BUCKÉT
NAMED FAIRPLAY
EMPLOYER

Follow us
on LinkedIn

Left to right: Yvette Wilkins Divisional
Manager, Michael Court Head of Finance
and Mark Strange Commercial Area
Manager Cardiff

...................................................................................................
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highlights...
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BUSINESS FOCUS

Rachael
Managing Director &
Founder of Mrs Buckét

Buckét HQ team members
share their first impressions
of Mrs. Buckét

MRS. BUCKÉT NEWS

What does the phrase ‘First Impressions’ mean to you?
I’d love to hear more from you on LinkedIn.

Rachael Flanagan

MRS. BUCKÉT NEWS

inside...

Judging panel
revealed

Mrs. Buckét founder,
Rachael Flanagan, is
joining the judging panel
for the 2020 Wales Start
Up Awards. “It’s an
exciting time for business
talent in Wales. Having
started from nothing
myself and winning UK
Young Entrepreneur back
in 2009 I know how
much these types of
awards will mean to the
finalists and winners.”
Awards take place on
Friday 19 June

Claire Storer

Luke Howells

TALENT & RETENTION
MANAGER

BUSINESS SUPPORT

As soon as I walked
through the door
everyone was so happy
and there was such a
good team spirit. I
knew this is somewhere
I wanted to work.

It was clear to me from
day one that the team
has a shared goal and
sense of purpose.
Everyone is warm,
friendly and passionate.
Rachael is an inspiring
leader who encourages
ownership and
autonomy. This creates
a motivated, trusting
and high-energy
environment.

”

”

Adenike Oretuga
COMMERCIAL CLEANER

SENIOR SALES MANAGER

Working at Mrs. Buckét
I am treated so well.
You don't see that
very often. It's a great
company to work
for.

I was instantly drawn in
by the company story, but
it was the opportunity
to work directly with a
female entrepreneur in
an owner-led growing
business that had me
hooked.

David Anderson

Sarah Pruett

”

”

MOBILE TEAM LEADER

No messing around.
The team got me up to
speed quickly, my hours
were sorted, and I had
my uniform quickly.
Really nice and
understanding staff.
All in all, a great
company.

Andrew Dye
FINANCE & PAYROLL
ASSISTANT

Mrs. Buckét is a
professional, well-run,
welcoming organisation
and the team are all
pushing towards the
same goal.

”

”

“”
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BUSINESS GROWTH

STEP BACK TO
MOVE FORWARD

IT WAS A
“
CHALLENGE

STEPPING BACK,
BUT I HAD TO IN
ORDER TO MOVE
FORWARD.

Photo: Flashbulb Photography

Managing Director and
Founder, Rachael Flanagan,
built Mrs. Buckét into a
multi-million pound business
without any external
investment. Here’s how...
 YOU MUST FULLY IMMERSE YOURSELF
In 2005, when I was doing my A levels, my
mum was always complaining about our
cleaner.
I offered to take over for some extra cash and
enjoyed it. I began cleaning for my extended
family, too, which inspired me to create a
plan for my own company during business
classes at college - only I failed the exams.
But instead of letting it get me down, it
spurred me on; I threw my all into creating a
cleaning company. I spent £20 on 5,000
flyers advertising my services as “Mrs
Buckét” (pronounced “bouquet”, as in TV’s
Keeping Up Appearances), hand-delivered
them and prayed the phone would ring. If you
really want something, you can’t just dip a toe
in, you must fully immerse yourself.
 KNOW WHEN TO CHANGE YOUR FOCUS
Around four years in, I stopped physically
cleaning clients’ houses and offices myself.
Although I had 18 members of staff, I’d been
working 12-hour days and treating it as a job,
4 I MRS. BUCKÉT
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DOWNLOAD
TODAY
Time away
from the
business is just
as important
as in the business. I
always book my holidays
in advance and use
Holiday Countdown to
look forward to them.
Microsoft
Planner gives
me a quick
snapshot of
the projects our team are
working on.
I love making
lists and
Notes is such
a simple tool
to share ideas and
information with my
executive assistant.

BUSINESS
GROWTH

FUTURE PLANS
It started with a
bucket and a mop
but nearly 15 years
on Mrs. Buckét
prepares for the next
stage of growth
creating over 130
new jobs.

It’s more than
cleaning

”

rather than my business. I needed to focus
my energies on growing the company instead.
It was a challenge stepping back, but I had
to, in order to move forward. I joined
marketing clubs and met with other
entrepreneurs who I could learn from. Soon,
word of mouth kicked in and we began
getting press coverage, won bigger
commercial contracts and now have a £2.7
million turnover, with over 250 employees.
 DOMINATE THE LOCAL MARKET
Just in Wales alone, the cleaning industry is
huge - and we’re only taking a fraction of it,
so I know there’s still swathes of opportunity
out there. For me it’s about growing up, not
out. A lot of winning new business is about
not being vanilla, hence the name Mrs
Buckét. We reach people through clever and
funny marketing. We’ll post white gloves to
offices we’d like to work with and encourage
them to do a “white glove test” on their
current cleaners, or we mail sunglasses - as
we’ll make your surfaces so shiny, you’ll need
shades.
 DEFY EXPECTATIONS WITH SUCCESS
Even now some people judge me as just a
“little cleaning lady”. First of all, there’s
nothing “little” about it, and second, I like
surprising them. Two of my area managers
started as cleaners, and now they look after
million-pound accounts and earn excellent
salaries. We all have to start somewhere.

Photo: The Content Creators

“Mrs. Buckét is more than a cleaning
business and I’m passionate about
challenging the perception of the
industry. We’re investing in technology
innovations, a new fleet of vans and
operating efficiencies this year to ensure
our clients and team get the best
experience possible.”
“We’ve set out ambitious plans for this
year and beyond. New services,
customer growth and acquisitions will
contribute to our 2025 target of £8m
turnover. A recruitment drive is essential
to support the company’s expansion
plans.” says Rachael.
“2019 saw Mrs. Buckét selling the
domestic arm of the business to focus

solely on
commercial
clients, buying
PLANS FOR
new Swansea
THIS YEAR AND premises, a new
management
BEYOND.
board and
increase of 27% in head office roles for
greater business support.”

WE’VE SET OUT
AMBITIOUS

Claire Storer, Talent & Retention
Manager said: “We work with highcalibre businesses such as Audi, Circle IT
and S4C. We’re looking for top-class
recruits that want to be part of a
growing business and be proud to
represent what we are achieving. We
have big plans for 2020 and we are

BUSINESS MENTOR BRINGS
BOOST FOR MANAGEMENT

looking forward to welcoming new
members of the team to help take the
business forward.”
Main areas of recruitment will be
across Swansea, Bridgend, Cardiff,
Newport and Bristol. Open roles range
from commercial cleaners, cleaning
supervisors and mobile supervisors.
Full training will be provided for new
recruits through the Mrs Buckét
Cleaning Academy.
Think you're the
right person for the
job? Scan me with
your phone.

Photo: Flashbulb Photography

Mrs. Buckét management board welcomes business
mentor, Jackie Royall to the company. The business
mentoring will be a combination of coaching and
professional advice. Jackie has over 30 years experience as CEO, CRO and
FD. Jackie and the Mrs. Buckét management team have a trusted
relationship spanning six years. This creates open and honest reviews of
company goals, implementation plans and personal growth - allowing the
business to learn faster, avoid pitfalls and focus on long term success.
MRS. BUCKÉT
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WORK
SMARTER,
NOT
HARDER

GUEST CONTRIBUTOR

Jennifer Griffiths

How to improve business
results through culture
Culture is one of those words that is
not widely understood, in essence it
is the norms and values of an
organisation.

carry out tasks faster since we don’t have
to ‘think’ about the task or prepare for it
as much.

The result of this is how people act, what
behaviour is considered OK and what
behaviour is not tolerated.

You’ve probably heard the expression
“work smarter, not harder”.
Essentially, it’s a more efficient and
productive way to work rather than
wasting time looking and feeling busy
- not good for you or your company.

3

Businesses can very much intentionally design
and architect the culture they want to see by
using systems in the business effectively, this
must be by design if you truly want to impact
your business results.

1

Will it move the needle?

If you have a never-ending to-do list,
then you need to stop thinking you can
finish them all. Focus on the things that
are crucial to your job performance and
your company’s success. Divide work into
four quadrants:

Important and Urgent
Crises and Emergencies
Important but Not Urgent
Prevention, Planning,
and Improvement
Not Important but Urgent
Interruptions and
Busy Work
Not Important and
Not Urgent
If it’s not important
or urgent why would you
do it?

2

Create a routine

Now we know what we need to be
working on, let’s automate it and create
good habits. Developing a default diary
can help to establish routines and
patterns, something our brains love.
By creating these positive habits, we can
6 I MRS. BUCKÉT
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Instead of writing emails, sometimes
it’s better to pick up the phone and talk
to the person responsible. It saves time,
especially for important or urgent
discussions. Mrs. Buckét senior management
team find ‘daily huddles’ work well for
the business. It makes the team more
agile when quick decisions or solutions
are required, and it cuts most emails.

4

Delegate effectively

As well as delegating to your
company team think about the help you
can get outside of your organisation.
Outsourcing some elements of your
business can help you to focus on point
1, will it move the needle? Cleaning is
one example of how outsourcing can
improve your effectiveness at work.
A commercial cleaning company will
hire and train a team, so you don’t
have to. They will deal with any issues
that arise and ensure that sickness and
holidays are covered by replacements.
This gives you more time to focus on
your job performance and company
success.

EXPERT ADVICE
Adam Brooks, Sales Academy

“Be honest. How many times have
we stopped ourselves from doing
something? How is the need for
perfection paralysing you and your
business? This comes up with every
client at some point. Drilling down to
understand what’s stopped them.
What’s got in the way? While waiting
for perfect, the opportunities pass
them by. Progression is the focus, not
perfection. Get it out there, get it
launched, perfect it as you go.
Move fast, learn faster, pivot!”

Professor
Dylan Jones-Evans

Head of People at Circle IT

Four ways to be more
effective at work

Talk - don’t email

GUEST CONTRIBUTOR

BUSINESS GROWTH

The pitfalls in
growing your business
as marketing, sales, people
management and developing
innovation. They may be good
at one or all of these things at
the beginning of the business
but may want to focus on one
key ability as the company
grows.

The biggest costs in any business are
employee turnover (on average this costs up
to £20k per person). Often this is the result
of a poorly designed and implemented HR
framework. It means you tolerate poor
behaviours and performance. Then the
unthinkable happens - you don’t just lose
talent you drag the performance of your top
talent down and they leave.

to this is the third
3. Related
factor, namely the owner's
managerial ability and
willingness to delegate
responsibility and to manage
the activities of others.
finally, founders strategic
4. And
abilities for looking beyond
the present and matching the
strengths and weaknesses of
the company with their goals.

THE BEHAVIOUR YOU TOLERATE IS
THE CULTURE YOU CREATE
Get your accountability processes sorted.
Make sure you set guidelines for
performance and back this up with how you
measure people. Get everyone involved in
forming the values of your organisation.
Identifying what is and isn’t acceptable
allows for self-policing as well as buy-in.

MEASURE THE RIGHT THINGS
Don’t measure your people on driving costs
down without a counter measure to give a
great customer experience otherwise the
behaviours you see will contradict your
business aims. One is a short-term gain and
the other is a long-term pay-off. Make sure
these are given the right level of importance
or you will confuse people.

TELL YOUR PEOPLE HOW TO ACT AND
BACK IT UP WITH ACTION
Hire and train your leadership in how to
manage according to your culture. Show
them what it costs in terms of team
performance and how it impacts their top
performers. Explain how their behaviour with
their people is what forms the culture of the
business. Train managers on performance
management, creating accountability and
giving feedback - Give them the support
and the tools they need to succeed.

Having worked with fast-growing firms for over 20 years, I
have found that one of the major barriers to expansion is the
lack of strategic skills amongst entrepreneurs and their
resistance to change. Many also fail to create a balanced
management team and an organisational structure to
support the delegation of decisions.
 FOUNDER’S DISEASE
Those researching
entrepreneurship have long
recognised this as ‘Founder's
Disease’ i.e. entrepreneurs who
start up their new venture and
are unable to adapt to the needs
of business as it grows. In some
firms, this becomes a major
issue. If the founders continue to
lead the business beyond the
start-up phase, its performance
will suffer and, in some
instances, it may fail.
To deal with this problem, the
entrepreneur must either learn a
new set of skills or relinquish

authority to someone else.
Unfortunately, many
entrepreneurs are unable to
break old habits or learn new
skills. As a result, the company
can feel out of control.
 BUSINESS OWNERS MAY

WANT TO CONSIDER FOUR KEY
MANAGEMENT FACTORS:

do they want to achieve
1. What
as the firm grows? Do they
want to stay in the business or
build it into a profitable
venture before selling it on?
second factor is the
2. The
owner's operational abilities
in doing important jobs such

 BALANCING
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND
MANAGEMENT SKILLS
Understanding these factors is
critical in ensuring how the role
of the founder changes as the
business grows.
One solution could be a
professional management team.
However, this could result in the
loss of the organisations
“entrepreneurial thrust”. These
organisations may become
professionally managed 'little
large companies' and stop
growing.
Therefore, the whole question of
balancing entrepreneurial and
management skills is a major
issue for many firms wishing to
grow and it is critical that the
founder of any business
recognises this, identifies their
own strengths and weaknesses,
and fits them around the strategic
aims of their business.
MRS. BUCKÉT
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT

Q

How often should I have
my carpets cleaned
professionally?

You don’t get a second chance
TO MAKE FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Yvette Wilkins heads up the Operations at Mrs. Buckét. With over 30 years’
experience in the industry, she knows a thing or two about creating the right
first impression. Here are Yvette’s top tips:
Shaun Ryan,
Mrs. Buckét Mobile
Cleaning Supervisor &
Carpet Cleaning Specialist

“

It’s a good idea to
make carpet
cleaning a regular
part your cleaning
schedule.

”
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Clean carpets contribute considerably
to the image your organisation projects.
Dirty, worn and stained carpets can
leave a negative impression with
customers. Imagine the faces they
may be pulling when describing your
premises to others! Having regular
carpet cleans helps customers feel
comfortable and trust your product or
service while it can enhance employee
mood and productivity.

Here are the benefits of having
regular carpet cleans:

REDUCE illness from nasty
bacteria or viruses that may be
lurking and can impact your
business.

EXTEND the life of your carpet
at a fraction of the cost of a
replacement.
REMOVE some pesky stains
using professional equipment.

It’s a good idea to make carpet
cleaning a regular part of your
cleaning schedule. The exact schedule
will differ for each organisation. For
heavy traffic once a month,
moderate three times a year and
light every six months.
Our specialist carpet cleaning team
are here to advise you on your
needs or visit your premises for an
on-site assessment.

Call 01792 594 044 or email
hello@mrs-bucket.co.uk to
organise a meeting.

OUTSIDE

TOILETS

Take a step back and put
yourself in a visitor’s shoes.
What is the first thing they
will see?

Regular cleaning by
professionals is key to
keeping on top of toilet
cleanliness.

Ensure you consider
everything from top to
bottom - clean windows,
litter-free car park, well-kept
landscaping, clean signage
and a welcoming front door.

No-one likes finding
themselves in a cubicle
without toilet paper or
empty soap dispensers. It
gives visitors the impression
that the business lacks
attention to detail and basic
customer care.

ENTRANCE
Do you have the right
entrance matting to avoid
dirt being carried through
the building? The right
entrance matting can trap
dirt and moisture before it
even reaches your floor. This
ensures your floor stays
fresh and clean - not only
for giving an impression of
cleanliness but also for
health and safety.
How does your business
smell when customers
enter? Position commercial
air fresheners above
entrance doorways so the

fragrance carries into the
room as guests walk in or
carries out when they leave.

MEETING ROOMS
Surface cleaning should be
on the daily cleaning
schedule. Anywhere your
customers may touch like
door handles, counter tops,
tables and chairs all need
daily attention. It may also
be helpful to position wall
mounted hand sanitisers for
guests to use.
If you serve refreshments to
guests on arrival or in
meetings, making sure the
glassware is spotlessly clean
is vital.

Professional consumables
take the hassle away from
having to regularly re-order
and store stocks of
washroom essentials such
as toilet roll, hand sanitiser
or soap.
Consider installing air
freshening products at the
toilet entrance. This not
only sets the tone for
people coming into the
room, but also takes
advantage of natural air
movement when opening or
closing the door.

Book Your
First Impressions

Audit

You've read the impact
first impressions can have
on your business. Why not
book a FREE First
Impressions Audit with
an experienced Mrs.
Buckét team member?

Call

01792 594 044

or email
Penny@mrs-bucket.co.uk

MRS. BUCKÉT
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BUSINESS FOCUS ACTIVE QUOTE

BUSINESS FOCUS FLEXICARE

CEO Rob Saunders and
Founder Richard Theo
celebrate the 10th Birthday
of ActiveQuote

Photo: The Content Creators

A WELSH FINTECH SUCCESS STORY
ActiveQuote was founded 10 years
ago by technology entrepreneur
Richard Theo, who had a vision for
an online health insurance
comparison service. Many people
within the industry said it wasn’t
possible or commercially viable but,
thanks to Richard’s determination
and drive, ActiveQuote.com was
launched - and succeeded.
DISRUPTING TRADITIONAL
BUSINESS MODELS

As one of the biggest success stories of
the emerging Welsh FinTech scene,
ActiveQuote grew the business through
passion and hard work and low levels of
funding. Soon they will be employing
over 200 people in their modern Cardiff
Bay offices.
Richard Theo said: “ActiveQuote is a
perfect example of where technology has
disrupted a traditional business model.
With great software and digital
platforms, we were successful in taking a
large share of the intermediated health
& protection insurance market in a
relatively short space of time”.

CELEBRATING GROWTH AND
BUILDING MOMENTUM

Rob Saunders, CEO of ActiveQuote,
said: “We are so proud to celebrate our
growth which has been achieved through
sheer hard work and continuous
development in the brand and our
proposition. We have a great team and
we are looking forward to building on
this momentum”.
OFFERING AN EXCEPTIONAL
SERVICE

“Of course, all the revenue growth and
recruitment in the world is for nothing if
the service you’re offering isn’t
exceptional and I am so pleased that in
the past few years we’ve won industry
awards for Customer Excellence ahead
of our peers, and have an Excellent
rating on independent review sites like
Trustpilot and Review.co.uk.
However, what is at the heart of
ActiveQuote is that we never take for
granted the responsibility we have to our
customers. We must give them the right
advice when it comes to protecting their
future health and protection needs”.

‘‘

Mrs. Buckét has
helped us transform
our Cardiff Bay offices.
The cleaning team and
improved cleaning
schedule have elevated
cleanliness standards
beyond our
expectations. It’s had a
huge influence on our
team’s culture. Now
we have confidence in
the cleanliness of our
environment we have
increased external
visits and can host
bigger events internally
such as career open
days.

Reham Bassal
ActiveQuote

“Soon they will be employing over 200 people
in their modern Cardiff Bay offices”.
10 I MRS. BUCKÉT
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REACHING NEW MILESTONES
Flexicare is a leading designer,
manufacturer and supplier of
medical devices with a focus on
anaesthesia, respiratory and
urology products. Established in
the UK, in 1989 Flexicare now sells
to over 105 countries internationally
and has in-house manufacturing in
China, Sri Lanka and the UK.
GLOBAL GROWTH

Flexicare operates from headquarters in
Mountain Ash, Wales. With a base in the
UK, Flexicare is supported through its
subsidiaries, offices and related
companies across the world. Trading
since 1989, Flexicare has experienced
significant global growth, both
organically and through selective
acquisition.
GAINING MOMENTUM

Natalie Street is Marketing
Communications Manager at Flexicare.
She says “Flexicare continues to deliver
year on year growth, reaching new
milestones in its 30th year of operation.
The momentum that we have gained over
the last few years has been as a result of
new product introductions, establishing
new markets and continued
development. Our ideology of producing

‘‘

Working with the team at Mrs. Buckét we have developed a
high standard of cleanliness throughout the factory. The
cleaning schedules are easy to follow and very useful for auditing
purposes. As we have a Clean Room production environment there
are high expectations to achieve in terms of an excellent
microbiological result, when being checked for cleanliness. Anything
less can result in a production shutdown. The service is efficient, and
I rate their customer service as highly-helpful and responsive.”

Eirwen Hughes
Flexicare HR & Facilities Manager
high quality medical consumables with a
focus on exceeding customers’
expectations, has enabled Flexicare to
build on its foundations.”
AWARD-WINNING

Celebrating their 30th anniversary in
2019, Flexicare was recognised at
Insider’s Made in Wales awards, winning
the Medical, Life Sciences and
Healthcare Award. This award is for the
pharmaceutical, biomedical,
biotechnology, health product or medical
devices company that the judges deem
has had the biggest impact in the region
and beyond. Flexicare has boosted sales
by 120% in two years and is proud to be
recognised as a leading manufacturer on
its 30th year of operation.

“Trading since
1989, Flexicare has
experienced
significant global
growth”.

MRS. BUCKÉT
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BUSINESS FOCUS CHECKFIRE

BUSINESS FOCUS OLCHFA SCHOOL

Photo: The Content Creators

FIRE SAFETY COMES FIRST

‘‘

We believe in offering the
best in customer service
and select like-minded
companies as our partners.
The business support team
in Mrs. Buckét is secondto-none. Our area
manager is always on
hand and ensures holiday
and sickness is covered
with the mobile cleaning
team. Our cleaner always
does a thorough job and
it’s clear that she takes
great pride in her work.
Not only is the place clean,
tidy, and well-managed
but our cleaner pays great
attention to detail.

Andrew Robins
CheckFire

12 I MRS. BUCKÉT
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Starting as a small family-run
business, CheckFire was born in
1975 from a garage in the family
home. 45 years on, they are a
leading UK provider of fire safety
products.
Today, CheckFire operates from a head
office in Caerphilly and 30,000sq foot
distribution centre in Ystrad Mynach.
The business has grown to include
manufacturing and supplying a wide
range of products to the trade including
fire extinguishers, fire protection
products and fire signage.
FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

CheckFire Director, Andrew Robins, has
been involved with the business for over
40 years and has seen the business go
from strength to strength; “As the market
leaders, our vision is to offer an
unprecedented level of support to the
Fire Trade.
“Our experience and knowledge ensure
our customers and the industry have
access to dependable advice and
support. We offer customers an extensive
product range and provide a personal,
high-quality service that they can rely
on.”

CREATING A SAFE ENVIRONMENT

Toria Jones, Marketing Manager at
CheckFire commented “Workplace fire
safety is a big focus for 2020. It’s a
business owner’s responsibility to ensure
the building is a safe environment for all
staff and that, importantly, it meets all
the required legislation and health and
safety standards.
Ensuring fire safety at work is crucial
and should never be overlooked. That
means every effort must be taken to
implement the necessary procedures, as
well as ensure all the correct fire safety
equipment is installed.
Workplace fires can have devastating
consequences for any business.
Incorporate all legal requirements in
day-to-day working and ensure all staff
are trained in (or at the very least aware
of) fire safety programmes, the likelihood
of fire breaking out will be drastically
reduced.”

“Ensuring fire safety at work
is crucial and should never be
overlooked”.

“In 2018 the school
received a truly
outstanding report
from Estyn”.

WINNING AT STUDENT WELLBEING
Olchfa is a happy and successful
school. It's one of the largest
schools in Wales with
approximately 2,000 pupils and
recognised in the Parent Power
Sunday Times Schools Guide
2020.
Consistently high results across all key
stages, impressive extra curricular
facilities and very high levels of
wellbeing combine to produce an
environment in which pupils can
succeed to the very best levels of their
ability within an aspirational and
supportive culture.
TRULY OUTSTANDING

In 2018 the school received a truly
outstanding report from Estyn, the
education and training inspectorate in
Wales. Olchfa received 5 ‘excellent’
judgements out of a possible 5, the
highest possible outcome.
They highlighted the success of Olchfa
School in achieving consistently strong
outcomes and high levels of wellbeing
for students. Inspectors from the
education watchdog said students have
extremely positive attitudes to their
learning and behave courteously,
respectfully and maturely.

AMBITIOUS & MOTIVATED

Learners are confident, ambitious and
highly motivated to develop their
knowledge, the document added.
Inspectors described students’
communication skills as “notably strong”
and said they’ve made strong progress
in literacy, numeracy and Welsh
language.
“Pupils thrive in Olchfa School’s caring,
supportive and inclusive environment.
Positive and trusting relationships
between pupils and staff contribute
significantly to high levels of
wellbeing.”

Olchfa is one of the largest
schools in Wales.

‘‘

We have been very pleased with the way Mrs. Buckét has
taken on the challenge of cleaning at Olchfa School. Prior to
the contract start, they handled the TUPE process professionally and
diligently. The team at Mrs. Buckét is completely client-focused and
have sorted issues very quickly. It can’t be easy cleaning a school that
has over 2,000 people on site every day, but our staff regularly
comment on how much better the cleaning standards are since
Mrs. Buckét started. I would not hesitate to recommend them.”

Simon Roberts
Olchfa School Business & Finance Director
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TIME FOR A CLEAN BREAK

TIME FOR A CLEAN BREAK

If you’re investing in cleaners for your
business, naturally you want the results you
deserve for the price you pay. But how do you
know if you’re getting value for money?

SIX SIGNS IT’S TIME TO SWITCH
YOUR CLEANING COMPANY

3

1

A quick way to check cleaning
standards is to look at surfaces that may
get missed. Run your fingers or a paper
towel along picture frames or radiators.
Is there dust or grime accumulating?
(Take a look at the White Glove test on
offer below to test your cleaning
provider)

2

EMPTY BINS

Have you had colleagues
complaining that bins aren’t
being emptied or you’re noticing weird
smells around the building?
Emptying bins should be on your daily
cleaning schedule. There’s nothing
worse than yesterday’s lunch lingering
in the kitchen bin or overflowing bins
under desks.

4

Your cleaner should be using colour
coded cloths for different areas of the
building - you don’t want items that are
used for the toilets being used in
kitchens!

5

EXPERT ADVICE

A professional cleaning partner
will be on hand to offer you
expert advice. Their area managers can
help you implement helpful changes
around your business making things
more efficient. One example may be
introducing central waste and recycling
bins. In many offices, a commercial

It couldn’t be easier, Sarah Pruett, Mrs. Buckét
Senior Sales Manager tells us what to expect.
FIRST STEPS
A professional contract cleaning
provider will call you 24hrs
before to confirm the
appointment.

APPOINTMENT

START

As Senior Sales Manager, I attend all
appointments. Our first meeting will cover
what is working well, not so well, your
current team, desired standards and
regulatory bodies for audit requirements.

CLEANING
CUPBOARD

Check the cleaning storage
cupboard - Is everything in order? Are
all the correct products being used or
are the cleaners just using a generic
spray (or wipes!) across everything? One
quick way to check if your cleaning
cupboard is up to standard is by looking
at the cloths.

CHANGING YOUR
CLEANING PROVIDER
Call or email to book an
appointment.

TOILETS

Besides the basics of clean
toilets, think about your
consumables. Are you constantly
running out of toilet paper? Colleagues
complaining that there’s no soap in the
dispenser or paper towels? If your
cleaning provider is charging you for a
consumables service, then ensure
they’re keeping up with it.

TAKE A
CLOSER LOOK

A simple guide to…

PROPOSAL
cleaner could spend 20 to 40 minutes
emptying bins, before they are able to
do any actual cleaning. Making this
change will mean your commercial
cleaning company can reallocate the
time and therefore offer better value
for money and higher cleaning
standards.

6

GOOD
COMMUNICATION

If you aren’t hearing from your
commercial cleaning company regularly,
or if you don’t know who you should
be talking to in order to resolve issues,
you’re not getting the level of service
you and your facility deserve. A lack of
responsiveness from your cleaning
company is a big problem. While issues
may arise, if they're not being resolved
quickly then cleanliness standards
will suffer.

Dare to put your cleaning to the test?
Scan here with your phone to order your free White Glove Test

A proposal is emailed the next working day.
Once the proposal is accepted and signed,
I will call to schedule the next steps.

I complete a full site walk around to get a
full understanding of your business
requirements, specialist equipment and
any problem areas.
During this time, we can discuss the
process, timescales, initial thoughts and
your decision-making process.

During this time, the Mrs. Buckét team
work hard in the background to set up your
new cleaning contract (you don’t have to
do anything).

COMMUNICATION

“Starting a new commercial
cleaning contract may sound
stressful but the process
couldn’t have been easier with
Mrs. Buckét - and totally worth
it. I can’t believe the impact it’s
had on our team. The quality
of cleaning is second-to-none
and our offices look totally
different.”

Handover will take place two weeks
before your contract starts. Here, you
will meet your new Area Manager.
In the background your Area Manager
and Mrs. Buckét Head Office team will
order all the products and equipment.
Again, you don’t need to do anything
during this time. Everything will arrive
one working day before cleaning
begins.
Cleaning starts on day one
of your new contract.

Reham Bassal
Active Quote

If it’s time you looked for a
new contract cleaning
provider, call the Mrs. Buckét
team on 01792 594 044 or
email hello@mrs-bucket.co.uk

Simple.

FINISH

www.mrs-bucket.co.uk
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ARE YOUR CLEANERS
DOING A GREAT JOB?

WE CAN HELP.

Visit mrs-bucket.co.uk or
call 01792 594 044 to find
your perfect commercial
cleaning partner.

